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whence they sprang or the goals

to

which

they might lead. The faith which once informed
the followers of each is gone. There remains a

horrible, almost demoniacal drift towards h'
torical revivals which today possess no mean' g.
Souvarine believes that Ivan the Terrible ha een
ought
reincarnated in Stalin; some of us have
that Hitler is a new Mahomet. But lar r visions
of 1914
suggest themselves. The World W
the Geruse
be
started
been
primarily
have
may
man world was fearful of a Rus an advance to
the Dardanelles, which would ave blocked the
ermany is making
route Eastward; and yet toda
Russian advance to thos Straits conceivable.
Stalin is pushing Russia ong the Baltic and to-

wards the Adriatic; an yet these advances have
in the past always e ed in Russian defeat and

catastrophe. How all a Russia weaker than it
ever was before ake successful war? And how
can Germany void war against Russia ? The
s
panorama af rded by the year 1939 thereforei
a grotesqu y farcical spectacle in which the Communism rom which Stalin came and .the PanGerm. ism whence Hitler derived are alike made
ridic ous by themselves.
I conclude. It is high time we should realize
wh'at is at stake and who the protagonists are.

g

e,

What Western Europe is attempting to ward t
is no charge on the City of London or the Parh.
Bourse. Nor is it the revolutionary organizati6n
of workingmen, or the idea of military dict,atorship. The specter to be banned is the tyra liy of
e has
meaninglessness. The citizen to whom
meant a certain limited opportunity to, djust his
existence to a hierarchy of values is left'to face the
onward march of a system in whiclythere are no
values. It might be difficult to o ey unquestioningly, but it would still not be i possible if one
had a feeling that the act of ubservience served
some useful purpose. But t obey for obedience's
sake-to obey in a world here institutions are
sentenced to death and th norms of existence overturned for no reason e' er overt or hidden-is a
form of slavery ag nst which the normal man
rebels. For my par I can c ly repeat what I have
said before. I
ieve that God meant, man to
d if the new "revolution" leaves
stand erect.
him no choic save that between the concentration
camp and ' e battlefield, European man as I conceive of m can only choose the battlefield. It is
idle to link of evading the choice. There is no
evasi n. There is no evasion because life as the
"r olution" visualizes it has no other function
an this choice.
,

Only an Incident
Some

striking reflections in reminiscent vein on street

preaching, teaching, learning-the

By the Most Reverend

YEARS ago I fled to Europe
of attending a Eucharistic Con.
gress in Amsterdam and a meeting of the
International Committee. I had another excuse

onthe
FIFTEEN
excuse

for I had been appointed Bishop and I wanted
get as far from Oklahoma as I could until after
my consecration. A bishop-elect is not permitted
to do anything in the way of governing his diocese
till he is officially in charge-Rome's clear wisdom.
Visitors from Oklahoma had begun to drift in
on me. I wanted to avoid the perils of intimate
too,

to

conversations.

From Amsterdam to Louvain was not far and
there was the old university town to see. Arriving
there, I called at the American College, and lo1
Oklahoma students were awaiting me. I gave a
conference, an easy conference, just a chat about
the things, like home missions, that interested me.
In the course of it I spoke of the Catholic Evidence work in London and expressed the hope that
the Oklahomans at least would take advantage

laity, the clergy.

Francis C. Kelley

of their nearness to England to go over during
vacation and see what actually was being done.
Three of them took the hint, enlisted for a time
in the Evidence Guild, lectured on the streets and
in Hyde Park, caught the spirit and brought it
back home with them when ordained.
That was fifteen years ago. Today.I have before me a remarkable report. It is from one of
these students. He wants me to come to his parish
to dedicate a church, confirm thirty converts and
incidentally "meet the population." He has been
working on the streets and at the cross-roads. His
largest congregations are always those he drums
up for sermons and instructions in the open air.
He holds that it is his job to make the county
Catholic. He is trying to do it.
Last summer he had a school for street preachers and, though the announcement came late, there
were twelve young priests in attendance. The
pastor was quite nice to me for he put me on the
faculty. The students too were quite nice, for
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two lecy came a hundred miles to hear my
may,
house
Bishop's
the
at
res; though lunch
trip.
the
with
do
to
something
had
have
suspect,

The young priests listened and conferred during
the three weeks of school, that is in day-time.
small
When evening came, they departed for the towns
over the county:
scattered
plentifully
)ownsof Catholics as the desert is of water-cress.
as bare
They went out in groups of four. The congregations were ready. Announcements had prepared
had ever had
the people for a "look-seel" Few
came from
They
before.
one at a Catholic priest
out of
entirely
not
and
countryside
all over the
curiosity. There was hunger for the spiritual in
assembled
them. Only one of the young priests
thing as
a
bold
such
done
ever
for the school had
prairie
Oklahoma
the
on
there
out
doing
were
they
where, in summer, all clothes are penitential.
The young priests learned all about dust and
discomfort as well as the joyful fact that they

the occasion and, under unaccustomed
acquit themselves with distinction.
had ever thought of preaching under
of
them
Few
the little canopy of a gas station. Of course they
a
started with timidity but they ended by adding
dehundred-and-some
the
to
glow of satisfaction
a reason:
grees of prairie temperature. There was
come,
would
crowds
they had learned that the
be
kind
only
not
and
learn
Would listen, would
had
they
seminary
the
In
grateful.
it
but
about
in
the
out
there
Paul,
but
learned a lot about Saint
they
more,
for
learned
they
little Oklahoma towns
felt him. It's a thrilling thing to feel the spirit of
Saint Paul-if you see what I mean, and I think
ydu do.

could rise to
conditions,

What

they talked

about

What did these young priests talk about?
Christ. The rest took care of itself. The usual
That
a ologetic came out of the main subject.
World,
was as it should be : Christ the Light of the
Christ the Teacher, Christ the Saviour, Christ the
Inexhaustible Spring of Living Water. Why shoot
alone right into the rapids of controversy when
the
the Divine Guide knew so well how to find

smooth passage for us?
; It's all very well for me to be sitting down at a
desk in a fairly cool library (it's only ninety-six
enthusiastically
dpgrees indoors today) and write
out
there on the
about what others did. I wasn't
to meet the
only
"school"
I
the
visited
prairie.
students" and take a meal with them. But I am
In fact I can't see where
not taking any credit.
at all, except for that
the
glory
1can "horn in" on
College in
American
at
the
speech
dne little
Louvain when I was only a bishop-to-be. Perhaps
will get a crumb of glory at judgment for it, but
certainly not a loaf. AllI really did for the street
ahead,"
reaching school was to say: "Sure, go
and feed the students once at the episcopal table.
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It will be easy enough to confirm thirty convertsbut I didn't make them.
Being a bishop has its handicaps, especially
when one has to keep an eye on what someone
called "the business side of religion." There
wasn't much of a business side to the school. The
students came in their own cars as they were asked
reach
to do because the cars would be needed to
country-town
board
at
paid
They
the "pitches."
rates. There were no school fees. Not that money
would not have helped, but since there was none
the school had to get along without it. I didn't
have any and the director had less. Besides, he
was building a church; and you know what that
means. It may happen that next year there will
it,
be a little money, but I am not banking on
the
lacks
Such
work
from?
it
come
could
Where
magnetic drawing power because so few see it.
But who knows what will happen when it shows
results, as it certainly did in Oklahoma?
Twelve young priests left the improvised school
their bishops,
to go back home and report to
fatigued but happy. They had had a new experience and felt, I hope, that the knowledge acquired
They
by it was worth putting to work elsewhere.
and
came
when
they
of
priests
young
lot
fine
a
were
I think a finer lot when they left. Who were they?
I won't tell you. I won't even tell you who ran
the school. Why should I? It's the th , itself
that counts,

not the persons.

And I am

hoping

the day will come when you'll see the nameless ones in action while driving along the roads of
America. Maybe they will tell you their names
then. Anyhow this is just a "mustard seed." Let's
wait and see how high and wid< *be tree will grow.
g grows, will
If the idea of street pre
.and, lead it?
i
here,
as
Catholic laymen
rn,
but the layf
a
place
is
certainly
There
man does not draw like the p. st. The reason is
that people are curious to see and hear a priest.
But if the mustard tree grows wide, there will be
much room in its shade and the layman will come
in and help. In the meantime, there is room for
the work of his pen. We need him in Catholic
journalism. We need more books. We need the
touch of the layman who walks and talks with his
fellow laymen. Yes, if the little seed becomes a
great tree, there will be many calls for the laity.
After all, it's everybody's job in some way, or it
wouldn't be a job after the heart of Christ.
that

Stepchildish
s

A politician's fortunate,
When all is said and

done.

He has hundred thousand friends,
Besides a barrel of fun.
While a statesrnan has but few of the first
And of the latter-none!
a
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they might lead. The faith which once informed
the followers of each is gone. There remains a
horrible, almost demoniacal drift towards historical revivals which today possess no meaning.
Souvarine believes that Ivan the Terrible has been
reincarnated in Stalin; some of us have thought
that Hitler is a new Mahomet. But larger visions
The World War of 1914
suggest themselves.
may have been started primarily because the German world was fearful of a Russian advance to
the Dardanelles, which would have blocked the
route Eastward; and yet today Germany is making
Russian advance to those Straits conceivable.
Stalin is pushing Russia along the Baltic and towards the Adriatic; and yet these advances have
in the past always ended in Russian defeat and
catastrophe. How shall a Russia weaker than it
ever was before make successful war? And how
can Germany avoid war against Russia ? The
s
panorama afforded by the year 1939 thereforei
a grotesquely farcical spectacle in which the Communism from which Stalin came and the PanGermanism wheace Hitler derived are alike made
ridiculous by themselves.
I conclude. It is high time we should realize
what is at stake and who the protagonists are.
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reminiscent vein on street

learning-the laity, the clergy.

By the Most Reverend
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There is no evasion because life as the
has no other function
than this choice.

evasion.

drift

wholly

t

What Western Europe is attempting to ward off
is no charge on the City of London or the Paris
Bourse. Nor is it the revolutionary organization
of workingmen, or the idea of military dictatorship. The specter to be banned is the tyranny of
meaninglessness. The citizen to whom life has
meant a certain limited opportunity to adjust his
existence to a hierarchy of values is left to face the
onward march of a system in which there are no
values. It might be diHicult to obey unquestioningly, but it would still not be impossible if one
had a feeling that the act of subservience served
some useful purpose. But to obey for obedience's
sake to obey in a world where institutions are
sentenced to death and the norms of existence overturned for no reason either overt or hidden-is a
form of slavery against which the normal man
rebels. For my part, I can only repeat what I have
said before. I believe that God meant man to
stand erect. And if the new "revolution" leaves
him no choice save that between the concentration
camp and the battlefield, European man as I conceive of him can only choose the battlefield. It is
idle to think of evading the choice. There is no
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Eucharistic Congress in Amsterdam and a meeting of the
International Committee. I had another excuse
too, for I had been appointed Bishop and I wanted
to get as far from Oklahoma as I could until after
my consecration. A bishop elect is not permitted
to do anything in the way of governing his diocese
till he is oEcially in charge-Rome's clear wisdom.
Visitors from Oklahoma had begun to drift in
on me. I wanted to avoid the perils of intimate
the

excuse

a

conversations.

From Amsterdam to Louvain was not far and
was the old university town to see. Arriving
there, I called at the American College, and lo !

thac

Oklahoma students were awaiting me. I gave a
conference, an easy conference, just a chat about
the thmgs, like home missions, that interested me.
n the course of it I spoke of the Catholic Evidence work in London and expressed the hope that
the Oklahomans at least would take advantage
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of their nearness to England to go over during
vacation and see what actually was being done.
Three of them took the hint, enlisted for a time
in the Evidence Guild, lectured on the streets and
in Hyde Park, caught the spirit and brought it
back home with them when ordained.
That was fifteen years ago. Today I have before me a remarkable report. It is from one of
these students. He wants me to come to his parish
to dedicate a church, confirm thirty converts and
incidentally "meet the population." He has been
working on the streets and at the cross-roads. His
largest congregations are always those he drurns
up for sermons and mstructions m the open air.
He holds that it is his job to make the county
Catholic. He is trying to do it.
Last summer he had a school for street preachers and, though the announcement came late, there
were twelve young priests in attendance.
The
pastor was quite nice to me for he put me on the
faculty. The students too were quite nice, for
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hundred miles to hear my two leclunch at the Bishop's house may,
though
tures;
have
had something to do with the trip.
I suspect,
The young priests listened and conferred dur ng
the three weeks of school, that is in day-time.
When evening came, they departed for the small
towns plentifully scattered over the county: towns
as bare of Catholics as the desert is of water-cress.
They went out in groups of four. The congregations were ready. Announcements had prepared
the people for a "look-see!" Few had ever had
one at a Catholic priest before. They came from
all over the countryside and not entirely out of
curiosity. There was hunger for the spiritual in
them. Only one of the young priests assembled
for the school had ever done such a bold thing as
they were doing out there on the Oklahoma prairie
where, in summer, all clothes are penitential.
The young priests learned all about dust and
discomfort as well as the joyful fact that they
could rise to the occasion and, under unaccustomed
conditions, acquit themselves with distinction.
Few of them had ever thought of preaching under
the little canopy of a gas station. Of course they
started with timidity but they ended by adding a
glow of satisfaction to the hundred-and-some de-

they came a

grees of prairie temperature. There was a reason:
they had learned that the crowds would come,
would listen, would learn and not only be kind
about it but grateful. In the seminary they had
learned a lot about Saint Paul, but out there in the

little Oklahoma towns they learned more, for they
felt him. It's a thrilling thing to feel the spirit of
Saint Paul--if you see what I mean, and I think
you do.

What

they talked about

What did these young priests talk about?
Christ. The rest took care of itself. The usual
apologetic came out of the main subject. That
was as it should be : Christ the Light of the World,
Christ the Teacher, Christ the Saviour, Christ the
Inexhaustible Spring of Living Water. Why shoot
alone right into the rapids of controversy when
the Divine Guide knew so well how to find the

smooth passage for us?
It's all very well for me to be sitting down at a
desk in a fairly cool library (it's only ninety six
degrees indoors today) and write enthusiastically
about what others did. I wasn't out there on the
prairie. I visited the "school" only to meet the
"students" and take a meal with them. But I am
not taking any credit. In f act I can't see where
I can "horn in" on the glory at all, except for that
one little speech at the American College in
Louvain when I was only a bishop-to-be. Perhaps
I will get a crumb of glory at judgment for it, but
certainly not a loaf. All I really did for the street
preaching school was to say: "Sure, go ahead,,"
and feed the students once at the episcopal table.

It will be
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easy enough to confirm

thirty

converts-

but I didn't make them.
Being a bishop has its handicaps, especially
when one has to keep an eye on what someone
called "the business side of religion." There
wasn't much of a business side to the school. The
students came in their own cars as they were asked
to do because the cars would be needed to reach
the "pitches." They paid board at country-town
rates. There were no school fees. Not that money
would not have helped, but since there was none
I didn't
the school had to get along without it.
have any and the director had less. Besides, he
was building a church; and you know what that
means. It may happen that next year there will
be a little money, but I am not banking on it.
Where could it come from? Such work lacks the
magnetic drawing power because so few see it.
But who knows what will happen when it shows
results, as it certainly did in Oklahoma?
Twelve young priests left the improvised school
to go back home and report to their bishops,
fatigued but happy. They had had a new experience and felt, I hope, that the knowledge acquired
by it was worth putting to work elsewhere. They
were a fine lot of young priests svhen they came and
I think a finer lot when they left. Who were they?

I won't

tell you who ran
the school. Why should I? It's the thing itself
that counts, not the persons. And I am hoping
that the day will come when you'll see the name-

I

won't

tell

you.

even

less ones in action while driving along the roads of
America. Maybe they will tell you their names
then. Anyhow this is just a "mustard seed." Let's
wait and see how high and wide the tree will grow.
If the idea of street preaching grows, will
Cathohc laymen here, as m lingland, lead it?
There certainly is a place for them, but the layman does not draw like the priest. The reason is
that people are curious to see and hear a priest.
But if the mustard tree grows wide, there will be
much room in.its shade and the layman will come
n and help. In the meantime, there is room for
the work of his pen. We need him in Catholic
journalism. We need more books. We need the
touch of the layman who walks and talks with his
fellow laymen. Yes, if the little seed becomes a
great tree, there will be many calls for the laity.

After all, it's
wouldn't

be a

everybody's job in some way,
job after the heart of Christ.
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